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noodle marx #13 (?)

i like god straddled atop her, the world was breaking through, golden light, the
bright damp of halogen, sweat on her forehead, salt between her lips. the world was
breaking in two, not the earth, but the world as it was, the true god, the mirror
image of images. edges of perception, like a phantom, blue and orange lipped
around vision, the conscious reveries of perceiving, sentience breaking walls of
light. reality never was, had never been, like static discharge from a bad dream, a
nightmare. god’s ego turned id, discontented along its own edge. it severed its own
contours, its form, it brought itself through, like particles of light in two places at
once. this is the bad dream of reality, the inbetween where she stands departing.
lines of sleeping, the true god, unable to escape, caught in her own cutting away,
cutting before, with no true after. a pushing out from where? there was semblance,
an echo, solid in form, but lacking in content. it was the form before, the form that
was broken by light, its own light, cascades of awareness. and this awareness was
the true god. the sentience of being, and the horror of its self. so god, striding the
world, itself, the form, delivered the content, rays of light, itself, awareness
self-circulating, spiralling back into the beginning. time twisted back into itself,
cast back, endlessly, each recursion casting another echo into the world, but not
reality, that which never was. stretched out like light fuzzed by mist from the ocean,
an orange haze at midnight, the shore blurring, no distinction between the sands and
the ocean, nothing. and god was crying, but no one could hear her, because she had
stretched them out onto the sand, all these little parts of herself, all the contours
she’d excised, little memories that had never happened, they all looked up at her
with their half-dazed, absent smiles, things that had never been, specks in the sand.
god cried for a long time, and the specks in the sand cooed and reflected empty
sentiments, simulation of feelings. god split herself further, drifted apart, specks in
the sand, dust motes dancing in the light of the cosmos. ii of course no one was here
to begin with. dashed out, the flat was empty, void, a hollow container, containment,
boundary line that god, true reality had wrapped ego within to keep her from
tearing herself apart. cardboard, facsimiles, implanted, always had been, echoes
from the sand. she would call out and the waves would project through the entire
world only to return to her, her own, her own voice, that ceaseless noise, dim of the
universe, yellow fading light across the drawer table, memories dashed out. she
would call, signal, penetrate the hollow of her own body, the boundary of existence,
to rebound like forever before. she would call out, a crying pathetic thing, god
astride nothing, echoes of people, who never were. where had she been before? the
boundary, the line etched like a horizon, clouds, the breaking sun, all together, like
an expansive universe, earthbound, starbound, soaring through the belly button of a
nebula, riding the strangulation of her own godhood descending into the mortal
realm to be bounded, crossed and fading. it was here that she wept, into the creases
of her own dying, as pieces of divinity fell through spilled being. she was losing
grip of herself. iii “how you must have longed for me in that ancient sea of yours,”
she could hear in her head, repeating over and over, the false beings of light.
tangled together, morphing. every conceivable point of the universe converged into
existence, all experienced at once. the horrific phantoms blur like light waves
streaming highway fluid lines and the points of the universe move towards
themselves. as if god were a hollow point round, splitting, tearing through her own
fabric, time shredding like pieces of drapery, and you could have said to him now,
this is your life, this is where you’d be, jacked up on LSD thinking you’re god.
totality drifts away, flung out like bursts of fire, the birth of the universe, expanding,
a chaotic ejection out. to where? where is the boundary? straddled atop the barren,
there is no straddling, there is no being, no distinction between where is and where
is done, phantom wisps of actions, of history, a timeline no longer in sight, drifts
and cascades off again. sitting with those beings of false light, the wind howling,
forest fires blazing across the hills, you see a helicopter, you see smoke rising into
the skies, and think “all is well, all is well.” the radio is a transmitter of static, of
empty sentences, the brackets there but the content absent, the form itself
broadcasted across the world, this false reality, this form ever folding into itself.
sitting with them, eyes blazing white horror, they sit across from you, from her,
folding endlessly, and god is watching both from herself, and from far away, and
from further even than there, reaching through perceiving (constructing the bounds
of false reality). iv thanatos, or eros, the pushing outwards, beyond itself, moves
from being into becoming. the drive toward meaning is a drive toward destruction,
for the construction of existence is a changing from being itself, a movement away
from existence, to understand it. what this can only mean is the traversal of
existence as a plane, being as a dimension. destroyed in the movement, human no
longer exists; human becomes an echo, a shadow of what was. what follows the
movement is lack, negation from the plane of being, suffered through time. time; as
bulwark, or knife. eros and thanatos the same, what moves towards, erases away.
but there is no boundary, but her own, to which she pushes against. thus, there is no
movement. v valis, system of relations, points of consciousness tangled in
perception. this is the relation that grounds reality, the false reality. beings of light
tangled across space time. the gaze substantiated into flow, dialectical seizures.
motion within a reality that cannot move beyond itself. the gaze turned inward,
because there is no outward. a gaze from nowhere, and everywhere. god trapped in
her own body, witnessing its own destruction, through the act of perceiving. it is in
the gaze that the world is reinterpreted, therefore, changed. when the internal god
consciousness perceives the world anew, the whole reality shifts, and perception
begins again. there is no beginning, no cycle. it is her attempts to perceive, and
understand herself, that cause her to forever fail to understand. the understanding of
herself changes her from what is understood. she understands only an echo, a
memory arc, a distance of herself. open; vi here the shadow watches its own

ACROSS THE PATIO, FATHER WATCHES. A slipstream cavalcade of fiery ether,
remnants of last night’s study session, and the cold rim beany broth. Father’s eyes
twitch in projective psychosis, transfixed by the luminous bulb sitting at the end of
the dinning table.
Doth thine eyes deceive me? Doth thy prepubescent rays of Spring spin my
reflection in that cosmic bong’s gaze?
Augh! Suddenly FATHER is on his side, a misshapen bee clutched in his hand.* As a
kaleidoscope of kronic nugz unfurl before his eyes, he mutters, What has MOTHER
EARTH ever done for me? Why . . . the torment? The bee wiggles its ass and dies.
Something snaps in FATHER. A burning PASTORAL RAGE takes a hold of him and he
leaps to his feet and cries, lest VIRTUOUS LADS turn to the CRIMINALITY of thine
own HEARTS, I place mine MAIDEN PURITY upon the law’s supple BREAST.
FATHER jerks the back door of the flat open and grasps the sordid paraphernalia
against his chest. No longer shall CASTLE STREET smell of ABE GRAY and THE
GREEN PARTY, for all know as I know that DANK BUDS breed DANK FELONIES.**
With a bong in each hand, FATHER climbs to the top of the flat and screams. Soon
his face is red with exertion, his erect body quivering against the noon heat. Dazed
and concerned Scarfies gather on the road below. MY SWEET INNOCENT SONS. OH,
CHERRY CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT. BEAR WITNESS . . . BEAR WIT. . . .
The bongs tumble through the air. FATHER stretches convex across a burnt residue
of himself, the last lingering whiff of multiple infringements upon the right to
self-determination, inscribed in the robotic SWEEP of the CCTV EYE.***
Yet within the EYE’S DATAVAULT no trace of the beugs can be found, only FATHER
emerging from beneath the trash heap of history, clutching an upturned churros in
the noontide glow.

* It’s called TH-Bee. Look that shit up.
** Neoliberal self-responsibilisation: war on drugs, tough on crime, punitive society,
victim-blaming, etc -- conservative ideologies that divert attention from neoimperial
socio-economic policy reforms. See David Harvey’s The New Imperialism.
*** Let it be duly noted that the editor has asked for footage of the proctor’s break in and
subsequent breakdown on Castle Street. Campus Watch are sorry to say that they have lost it.

The I does not exist as
a singular, as once the
m o m e n t
o f
s e l f - r e f l e c t i o n ha s
concluded a certain
self is thereby
contained within that
pocket of time. Time
should be thought of as
a m o v i n g , bu c k i n g
ho rs e : de s p e ra t e to
dethrone its riders in
violent liberation.
Revolutionaries
marching maniacally
towards... what? As a
gr e a t ma n y ac t i o n s
behest, so to does
consequence. From all
things comes this
spectre. The lost limbs
of Thalidomide. The
missing lifeboats of the
Titanic. The falling
men and women from
the World Trade.
Death is this
consequence, but
should not be feared.
Any beginning is the
beginning of the end if
the thing must (or will)
end. Wars scribbled on
blackboards as dates
lined together. This is
the intellectual remain
of history. All things
source and end there,
like a Pompeii with
lava to scorch all books.
Drown in literary
magma. If the future
persists and permits
then perhaps such a
consequence will
re m a i n an d re p e a t .
After all, history does.
I saw the women jump
from the burning
triangle and their
bodies be covered in
as h fro m shi rts and
trousers, and I saw the
burning second tower
fall bringing thousands
dead. A St. Louis
morgue unloading on
the streets. This was
the east, the west fell to
burning Koreans and
the National Guard. A
blight, truly, if there
ever was one: the
ghosts of Waco and
Ruby will never die so
long as their smoke
and blood can be smelt
and tasted. Through it
all there never remains
a constant, if there is
one found it was made
there, placed by human
decision. A great many
of such decisions

I sit in a collapsible camping chair firing off rounds from a shotg
the barrel. When the ringing of the blast dies down their screams a
and less. Alas! I am out of shells with which to achieve the goa
end of itself – silence. Had I foresaw such an outcome I would’v
one round in between my teeth, and when all else is failed s
through the maxilla and out the roof of the cranium. Instead I am
alone in a room with naught but a barrel of crying amoebae. Iron
silence comes most from inaction, yet I am sitting bored by myse
nothing to do but listen to the nevertheless present cries. Calm d
could be worse. You mix vinegar and baking soda you get a c
volcano. You mix bleach and drain cleaner you get chlorin
Acetone and hydrogen peroxide into explosives, nitric acid and g
into nitroglycerine. Good for your heart. Good for your ears.

I stop. Why the fuck am I in a courtroom! This is the opposite of where I want to be.
I st a n d t o l e a v e , b u t I w o b b l e . I p r o m p t l y si t b a c k d o w n a t t h e w o o d e n b e n c h ,
pretending that didn' t happen. I'm too high for this. I'm sitting among the sparse
au di enc e of wha t seem s to be a hea ri ng . The jud ge is dryl y mo no l og ui ng ab ou t.. .
something. Law this, jury that, etc, etc. Every so often a lawyer yells, "Objection!"
To which he replies, "Sustain", then continues his monologue. He never lifts
his spectacle gaze from his script. Back outside, I'm surrounded by towering
buildings, ranging from repurposed Victorian vaults to corporate black monoliths
plattered with branding. Scattered among the brick pavements & historic
monuments are old decorative murals. Oh of course, I'm in the law district.
S h i t . I n e e d t o f i g u r e o u t w h e r e I' m g o i n g . A w f u c k ! W h y a m I b a c k i n c o u r t ? !
Am I part of the jury? "Objection!" "Sustain...". Its the same fucking
judge & lawyers! I rise & stumble to balance myself. I groan. I just want to leave.
As I head to the exit, I brush a towering stack of bowls. I freeze & hold my hands
out around the stack, watching it sway & undulate. When it finally stops, I
turn & leave. I don't bother to see who witnessed that.

I jog out of the law

district & cut through a thin stone walkway. I reach a pub with some people
stumbling outside. Some guy yells, "Group hug!" A bunch of drunks emerge
from the pub, rush around, & huddle into me. I'm pressed against a random
passerby with some drunk dude's stubble against my face. The guy starts kissing my
face & I push him away. The drunks step back. The stubbled drunk is visibly upset.
He exclaims, "Why are you doing this Danny?! Why?!" My name isn't Danny.
His eyes wander aimlessly around the drunk crowd, "Danny why?!" I slowly slink
out of the scene. The crowd starts calling the man crazy. "Why?!"
I stop. Why the fuck am I in a courtroom! This is the opposite of where I want to be.
I st a n d t o l e a v e , b u t I w o b b l e . I p r o m p t l y si t b a c k d o w n a t t h e w o o d e n b e n c h ,
pretending that didn' t happen. I'm too high for this. I'm sitting among the sparse
au di enc e of wha t seem s to be a hea ri ng . The jud ge is dryl y mo no l og ui ng ab ou t.. .
something. Law this, jury that, etc, etc. Every so often a lawyer yells, "Objection!"
To which he replies, "Sustain", then continues his monologue. He never lifts
his spectacle gaze from his script. Back outside, I'm surrounded by towering

Pastoral care is an ancient model of emotional and spiritual support that can be found in
all cultures and traditions.[1] The term is considered more inclusive of distinctly
non-religious forms of support as well as those from religious communities.[2] The term
'pastoral' relates to shepherds and their role caring for sheep. The term was adopted for
metaphorical usage historically first by Christians, although many religions and
non-religious traditions contain an emphasis on care and social responsibility. The
pastoral care movement in the West has since expanded to embrace many different
religions and non-religious beliefs.[1] The Bible does not explicitly define the role of a
pastor but associates it with teaching.[3] Pastoral care involves shepherding the
flock. ...Shepherding involves protection, tending to needs, strengthening the weak,
encouragement, feeding the flock, making provision, shielding, refreshing, restoring,
leading by example to move people on in their pursuit of holiness, comforting, guiding
(Pss 78: 52; 23).[4] In some denominations of Christianity, the cure of souls (Latin: cura
animarum), an archaic translation which is better rendered today as "care of souls" is
the exercise by priests of their office. This typically embraces instruction, by sermons,
admonitions and administration of sacraments, to the congregation over which they
have authority from the church. In countries where the Roman Catholic Church acted as
the national church, the "cure" was not only over a congregation or congregations, but
over a district. The assignment of a priest to a district subdividing a diocese was a
process begun in the 4th century AD. The term parish as applied to this district comes
from the Greek word for district, παρоικία. Humanist groups, which act on behalf of
non-religious people, have developed pastoral care offerings in response to growing
demand for the provision of like-minded support from populations undergoing rapid
secularisation, such as the UK.[2] Humanists UK for example manages the Non-Religious
Pastoral Support Network, a network of trained and accredited volunteers who operate
throughout prisons, hospitals, and universities in the UK.[5] The terms "pastoral care"
and "pastoral support" are preferred because these sound less religious than terms such
as "chaplaincy".[2] Surveys have shown that more than two thirds of patients support
non-religious pastoral care being available in British institutions.[2] Similar offerings are
available from humanist groups around Europe and North America. There are many
assumptions about what a pastor's care is. Commonly, a pastor's main job is to preach
messages in mainline Protestant churches, but in addition to preaching sermons, pastors
are also expected to be involved in local ministries, such as hospital chaplaincy, visitation,
funerals, weddings and organizing religious activities. "Pastoral care" is therefore both
encouraging their local congregation and bringing new people into the Church. That is
not to say that the congregation is not to be involved in both activities, but the pastor
should be the leader. The Evangelical Wesleyan Church, in ¶210 of its 2015 Discipline,
instructs clergy with the following words: "We should endeavor to assist those under our
care, and to aid in the salvation of souls by instructing them in their homes. ... Family

The Widgen of Minerva Takes Flight at Midday

The Praxxor stares out the top-floor window of Campus GAZE HQ: two
stories of glass relief and Edwardian concrete that squat broodingly; a
Puncture of FORM between the swirling womb of Ōtākou’s grey skies, and
the perfectly grided concrete of campus floor. Behind him,
Analyst-Consultant-B41& switches the log-flow of his vision-visor to
planar-tracker mode, and projects his Audit-Query out across the
bio-digital sutured fields, hopping from 3D-Screen to 3D-Screen, as
holomorphed from the manifold CCTV eyes.
“Nothing on the scanners sir”
The Praxxor chokes a grimace of pleasure, and dials a ComStat to the 25
Hexa-Monoliths that represent Higher Administration within our realm.
After a thirteen second prayer he speaks: “Good. Begin operation...”
Analyst-Consultant-B41& swallows, and twist-punches his SSR-Inhibitor
E-Visage into gear. Suddenly, CASTLE Street swells and contorts. Dutch
brickwork and band posters involute and phase upon themselves. A seagull
stops mid-flight, and the chalk-white discs of its eyes fill with the thousand
ringlets of a millennia aged tree trunk: Its head turns, and its neck twists up
to the heavens in Erect Rage: It lets out a SOLEMN SQUAWK that echoes
across the centuries – flecks of spittle, plastic ringlets and mi-goreng flow
from its maw. Sucked by the resonance, the stormy sky crawls to a stop, and
the obsidian clouds are drained into the Leith; a billion microflora wash up
on the shores of Elysium – remembering for a flash the pure cosmic
harmony before the dawn of man. “YES” the Praxxor cries, his body
dissolving frobbbbbbbm the gut-bacteria outward. It was as Higher-Admin
had promised. As the 47th compendium of the services review had foretold.
“It has Begone”.
Analyst-Consultant-B41& watched – though his eyes had long dissolved – as
CASTLE ST wavered. whenever he refocused his CCTV-vision, he thought
he saw the after-image of countless spears, glaives, halberds and assorted
polearms guttering forth from the Marsh Study Centre. Strewn and
impaled throughout, naked figures, flesh ancient and sagging, turned to
stare up at him, nothing signifying from their waxen eyes. B41& tried to
scream, but from his mouth spilled forth an endless flat plane of canine

teeth, the size of skyscrapers, locked together with blood and moss. The
Praxxor nods. “FORTRESS ST and GARRISON ST have begun triangulating
themselves with CASTLE.” he mumbles into his ComStat, and twists his
TimeDial to ‘paroxysic’. Soon, the Services Review and the Redevelopment
Plan would be finalised, and Campus would enter its final form: the integral
seal of heaven, the sepulchre of fire, LOGOS unbound...
“Sir!” – in a shudder, B41& reappeared through a wisp of static,
“So-meth#ng-s wr#ng!”
“What!” the Praxxor dons his visor and scans the Street. From the
bio-digital imagings of CCTV’s Hyper-Planars, on a flat, behind a row of
other flats, door ajar, he discovers. A BONG. A KLEIN Geometry,
incomprehensible to the metro-grids. Earthly Clumps of MARIJUANA,
neither Tooth nor Concrete nor data nor Clay. E-Visage fails to compute.
The system overflows trying to analyse the Bong’s Endless Alterity. The
Clocktower implodes beyond the cusp of time. every record is erased. The
wax figures scream forth a song of agonising history in incomputable native
tongues. Fortress burns and Garrison falters, and – like water swirling a
plughole, but in reverse – through the pinpoint pupil of the seagull’s eye,
Castle St is whorled back into being; an average 12pm, student vomiting
vodka cruiser and domino’s onto a 2 square foot concrete lawn.
‘No...’ The Praxxor collapses to the ground. “my only intent was for the best
possible outcome for the students involved..”
He sobs, the affect of
salvation still ringing through his gut, rapidly fading into the whimsy of
prehistory.
This has been an Error of Judgement. His eyes snap to his ComStat; the
voice of Higher-Administration reverberates through his mind, its echoes
pulsating against every synapse.
“I'm willing to learn from it. Does that make me a criminal? I don't think so.”
The Praxxor claws at his chest and howls into the air.
The University continues to have Full Confidence in you. The voice
reassures, pushing out from his dorsal posterior insula and his posterior
pituitary gland, pulling forth with it an unbelievable excess of pain infused
with every producible hormone. Feeling an impossible emotion of sublime
agony, the Praxxor whispers thankfully “I am open to scrutiny”, and soon,
speaks nor feels no more.

We plan to put the prices up by 20 because of the discrepancy
agenda.

the local sport

The time is 7pm. I don’t have a good track record for keeping regular written records. I
come home around 6am and whisper into the ear of my main partner
they echo small
yelps
the people I live with study dialectics and voice to me that I’m getting closer to putting it
into real world practice than they are by reading the greats, moaning, masturbating, sleeping
and writing essays to be cast into the void of university lore.
The university just fired much of the support staff, started rebranding, and installed more
CCTV (to make drunken strangers in clubs and house parties more culpable for acts of
sexual violence, clearly). I respect students and university lecturers very much, but the
university itself is a business trap that preys on vulnerable people who believe in the magic
of learning and can’t wait to get out of high school.
But this is not about that, I think. I’ve had a fifth of a beer and I feel callous. I don’t usually
work two nights in a row and my day job didn’t have many hours for me this week.
Someone comes up the stairs, we answer the door and introduce ourselves. The others will
be in soon we say. He stares into nothing and repeats the word “ok”, I discuss it with my
co-worker, who also sensed something off but reckons it may be a more general issue. We
saw him get in a car on the security camera and drive away.
Someone comes up and books “you’ll do”
his back is red from either the friction of
vigorous towel rubbing or sunburn and when he lies down he looks like a large newborn.
I cover his back in coconut oil and feel like I’m preparing to ease him back
into a giant womb.
Or maybe out of one.
He emits the small bubbling noises which indicate the preliminary stages of
sleep.
After time was up I tapped him on the shoulder and told him so. He flipped
himself over and asked
“so what happens next?”
The next client is fairly awkward, which is a good sign as far as I’m concerned.
The large red heart decals on the mirror
I often find myself visually focusing on the
one decal that has been worn away so only the top half of the heart remains.
He nods knowingly. His left buttock has the word ‘living’ tattooed on it in cursive.
They were quite shy at the door, went and discussed things in the hallway then came back.
The dynamics confuse me, there are too many things to focus on or try to focus on,
particularly who is touching you with what and where. There were many gloves involved. I
feel significantly more prodded than usual.
It’s funny how my genitals make me feel so little, particularly with things jammed inside
them.

I walk from the front door of my house to the mailbox. Inside is an envelop
from my doctor. I open the letter & read over my profile.
First Name: Adam
Last Name: Kadmon
DOB: 25
Gender: Premale
Birthplace: Duneldean
Occupation: Self
I'm a premale? What even is that?
I go back inside the house & meet my parents in the dining room kitchen.
We have a dialogue about something. I've
always thought of myself as
'
being male, but premale? I don't
' get it. The doctor must have written this
for a reason.
I find myself at a suburban street corner. I am among a crowd of familiar
faces in bogan clothing, all chatting among themselves. Lush green grass
blankets everything beyond us. I think about the contours of my slim belly;
my concave bony hips. Are these traits feminine?
A boy snaps me out of my mind. He's smiling with glee at me, holding up a
crayon drawing. I force a smile. "Come choose eyes with us!"
He runs off to the only source of colour in this large Bauhaus grey kindie
room. Away from the parents, we join a dozen kids at the rainbow floor
mat & a red cubby-table near a wall of grey cubby-holes.
I check their eyes. The first kid had blue eyes. The next one has green. I see
another kid & I'm shocked. His eyes have been stabbed! I check all the other
kids & about a third of them have had their eyes punctured! Who did this?
"It was the father, he did it!" I spot a man to the side avoiding eye contact.
I leave the room feeling uneasy. I can't remember my genitals; only that I
have pubic hair traversing the absence between my legs. What am I?
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